Effect of surface modes on photon traversal through stop bands of dielectric stacks
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We investigate the Hartman saturation effect of photons traveling through barriers created by stop bands of multilayer stacks. We provide a theoretical basis for the recently observed drastic changes in photon transversal times due to adding a single layer. Using a comprehensive coupled mode analysis and rigorous transfer matrix approach, we show that the experimentally observed effect is caused by surface modes. We investigate the origin and properties of the surface modes and identify them as Tamm-type states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Precise control of photon propagation times through sub-wavelength dielectric structures is becoming increasingly important for many optics applications including optical quantum computing and nanophotonics. This is partly the reason why, after a remarkable theoretical prediction by MacColl\textsuperscript{4} in 1932, effects related to propagation of a photon through opaque barriers have been revisited several times during the last decades.\textsuperscript{2–4} The effect known as the Hartman effect\textsuperscript{5} states that the time needed for a photon to pass through an opaque barrier asymptotically reaches a limit as thickness increases. In principle, this implies an apparent superluminal group velocity. This curious result has been verified at the single photon level in experiments performed on one-dimensional stop-band materials.\textsuperscript{6,7} It was demonstrated that an electromagnetic pulse with its frequency centered in a stop band passes the barrier with a superluminal group velocity, without, however, contradicting causality.\textsuperscript{3,8} Even more surprising results have been reported quite recently.\textsuperscript{8–10} Stacks (i.e., one-dimensional photonic crystals) made of alternating quarter-wave layers $H$ and $L$ of high refractive index ($n_H$) and lower refractive index ($n_L$) have been studied (see left panel of Fig. 1). It was shown that the single photon transversal times in the stop band of stacks with different terminations are significantly different. In some cases the group velocity changes by more than a factor of two, and can change from subluminal to apparently superluminal.

This effect was first predicted from numerical solutions of Maxwell equations.\textsuperscript{8,9,11} In particular, it has been shown that light transversal times $\tau(\omega_o)$ at the frequency $\omega_o$, corresponding to the middle of the first stop band, experiences discontinuous changes depending on the type of structures used. We reproduce this result in the right panel of Fig. 1. Throughout this paper, we normalize the transversal time by the inverse frequency of the center of the first stop band of the quarter-wave stack, $\omega_o$. The dashed line indicates the luminal time, that is, the time required for the photon to traverse the same distance in vacuum. Indeed, the saturation time with the number of paired layers $N$ in the quarter-wave stacks depends strongly on which structure was used: $(HL)^N L$, $(HL)^N$, or $(HL)^N L$, as seen in the right panel of Fig. 1. When one layer is added to any structure, the structure type switches. For large $N$, the transversal time changes (jumps) between different curves for each structure type. Curiously, the large changes of transversal time may result in group velocities that range from superluminal to subluminal. Although this numerical result agrees with the experiment,\textsuperscript{10} it does not provide any understanding for the underlying physics. In particular, one of the puzzling questions that remains unanswered is why the saturation transversal times (i.e., for $N \rightarrow \infty$) almost exactly satisfy the relation:

\[ \tau_H(n_H L) - \tau_L(n_L H) = 2(\tau_L(n_L H) - \tau_H(n_H L)) = 2\Delta \tau \]

as shown in Fig. 1.

In this contribution, we identify the physical mechanism behind this phenomenon, addressing specifically why the transversal times change in jumps with the addition of a single layer. Answering this question will allow a wider class of structures including two-dimensional and three-dimensional photonic crystals to be designed with specific transversal times. We investigate in detail the propagation of electromagnetic waves through stacks with different configurations. In particular, we analyze the dependence of transmittance and the density of modes (DOM) on the type of termi-
nation of the structure, the number of layers, incident angle, and separation between the $H$ layers. We apply a rigorous transfer matrix approach and comprehensive coupled mode theory to find modes of finite dielectric stacks that fall in the stop band. Our main finding is that the changes of the transversal times are caused by surface modes exactly in the middle of the stop band. The surface modes are supported in the structures terminated with the $L$ layer (on at least one side). We present a comprehensive study of the origin and properties of the surface modes and identify them as Tamm-type surface modes known for solids.\textsuperscript{12,13}

The surface modes in multilayer structures have been studied both in the regime of guided (localized) photonic modes\textsuperscript{14,15} and in the regime of transmitted photonic resonances.\textsuperscript{16} The analogy of surface modes in optics with surface states in solids has been pointed out by many groups\textsuperscript{17–21} starting from Yariv’s pioneering work.\textsuperscript{14} However, the temporal effects due to surface modes have not been previously considered. In this study we demonstrate that the existence of the surface modes leads to temporal optical anomalies. Moreover, in contrast to the general trend in the current literature\textsuperscript{17,18,21} where surface modes are labeled as anomalies. Moreover, in contrast to the general trend in the current literature\textsuperscript{17,18,21} where surface modes are labeled as anomalies.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, using the calculated DOM, we analyze the electromagnetic spectra for different structures. Based on this analysis we present the evidence for surface modes. In Sec. III, we discuss the evolution of the electromagnetic spectrum when varying the separation between the $H$ layers. This analysis explains the origin of the surface modes. Summary and outlook are given in Sec. IV.

\section{Electromagnetic Spectrum of Quarter-Wave Stacks: Evidence of the Surface Modes}

We study the stacks sketched in the left panel of Fig. 1. We first focus on quarter-wave stacks because these are the structures which have been extensively studied.\textsuperscript{8–11} For quarter-wave stacks $an_H=b n_L$, where $a$ and $b$ are the thicknesses of the $H$ and $L$ layers, respectively, while $n_H, L$ are the corresponding refractive indexes. The period of these structures is given by $d=a(1+n_H/n_L)$, and the center of the first forbidden band is $\omega_{cr}=(\pi/d)^{1/n_H}$. For numerical modeling, we assume, $n_H=2$ and $n_L=1.5$. For simplicity, we consider stacks that terminate directly to air, i.e., there is no substrate on either side, $n_s=1$. We focus on TE wave propagation.

We are interested in the electromagnetic spectrum of different stacks. The spectrum of the infinite, periodic structure consists of continuous allowed (pass) and forbidden (stop) bands, that are completely defined by the dielectric constants and widths of the alternating layers.\textsuperscript{14} The spectrum of a finite structure manifests itself through the peaks of the DOM, $\rho(\omega)$. The DOM for an arbitrary one-dimensional index profile $n(x)$, can be evaluated from the complex transmission coefficient $t(\omega)=t_{\text{real}}(\omega)+it_{\text{imag}}(\omega)$ (Ref. 22) as

$$\rho(\omega) = \frac{1}{D} \frac{t_{\text{imag}}}{t_{\text{real}}}.$$

Here prime stands for the derivative with respect to $\omega$ and $D$ is the thickness of the structure. Using a standard transfer matrix approach\textsuperscript{14} we calculate $t(\omega)$ and evaluate the DOM from Eq. (1). The transmission coefficient $|t(\omega)|$ (dashed curves) and DOM $\rho(\omega)$ (solid curves) for normal and oblique ($\Theta=74^\circ$) incidences are shown in Fig. 2.

From Fig. 2 we note that adding one or two $L$ layers on the sides of the structures changes the DOM drastically. There is no peak inside the forbidden band of the $(HL)^4H$ structure, either for normal or oblique incidence. However, adding one $L$ layer to make the $(HL)^3L$ structure, results in a peak in the middle of the forbidden band (top row, middle panel of Fig. 2). This peak is visible in the DOM spectrum for normal incidence, but is not apparent in the transmission spectrum. The peak becomes better defined for oblique incidence, when it can also be seen in the transmission spectrum (middle row, middle panel of Fig. 2). When another $L$ layer is added, the resulting structure, $L(HL)^3L$, exhibits a noticeable peak inside the forbidden band in the transmission spectrum under the normal incidence (top row, right panel of Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The normalized lifetime of the surface mode $\omega_\gamma / \Delta \omega$ (stars) and the normalized jump of transversal time $\Delta \tau (\omega_\gamma) \omega_\gamma$ (circles) calculated as a function of incident angle.

2. This peak is even more pronounced in the DOM. Importantly, this peak is resolved into two peaks under oblique incidence, as evidenced in the middle row of the right panel of Fig. 2, which suggests that there are two separate modes inside this forbidden band.

We summarize our results in the bottom row of Fig. 2 where the spectrum of the electromagnetic modes versus the sine of incident angle $\Theta$ is shown. In this figure the allowed bands of the infinite stacks are shaded, while the eigenmodes of finite stacks are shown by dots. We see that all modes for the (HL)$^3$H structure fall inside the allowed bands (bottom row, left panel of Fig. 2), while there are one or two modes for the (HL)$^4$ (bottom row, middle panel of Fig. 2) and (HL)$^4$L (bottom row, right panel of Fig. 2) stacks inside the forbidden bands. Modes appear inside the forbidden band, when there are structural defects. For the structures studied here, these defects can only be due to structure termination, as confirmed by the field distribution of the gap modes localized near the surface layer. The existence of surface modes in the forbidden band coincides with the increasing transversal times. The relation $\tau_{\text{HL}}^N < \tau_{\text{HL}}^N < \tau_{\text{HL}}^N$, for large $N$, observed in Fig. 1, is explained if the photons are trapped by the one (two) surface states in the (HL)$^N$ [H] stack, while the photons propagate freely through the (HL)$^N$H stack. Moreover, one could suspect that the above-mentioned relation $\tau_{\text{HL}}^N \neq \tau_{\text{HL}}^N \neq \tau_{\text{HL}}^N$ is due to photon trapping that is twice as long for the two surface modes of the (HL)$^N$L stack than for the one surface mode of the (HL)$^N$ stack. To establish this conjecture, we consider the relation between the value of $\Delta \tau$ and the lifetime of the surface mode. We can evaluate the lifetime of the surface mode as the inverse of the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the relevant resonant peak of the DOM, $1/\Delta \omega$ (see top row of Fig. 2). We can independently find the transversal time as $\tau(\omega) = D \rho(\omega)$. In Fig. 3 we compare the values of $\Delta \tau (\omega_\gamma) \omega_\gamma$ (circles) and $\omega_\gamma / \Delta \omega$ (stars) calculated for different incident angles. Our results demonstrate a good agreement between $\Delta \tau (\omega_\gamma)$ and $1/\Delta \omega$ for all values of the angle of incidence. This is a direct signature of surface modes because the jumps in the saturated values of the transversal times are almost exactly equal to the surface mode lifetimes. Also, we notice that $\Delta \tau (\omega_\gamma)$ drastically increases with increasing incident angle. This effect follows directly from the properties of surface modes studied above. Indeed when comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we noticed that a surface mode becomes better defined, and the two modes are resolved in the stack (HL)$^4$L, with increasing angle of incidence when approaching the guided mode regime. This implies a decrease in the surface mode HWHM, and a corresponding increase in the photon trapping time by the surface mode.

III. ORIGIN OF THE SURFACE MODES

We have established that the jumps in the transversal times for different quarter-wave structures is due to surface mode effects. Now, we would like to understand surface mode formation in dielectric stacks: in particular, why terminating a structure with an $L$ layer leads to a surface mode, whereas termination on an $H$ layer does not. Also, why does the surface mode in quarter-wave stacks lies precisely in the middle of the forbidden band? To answer these questions, we trace the evolution of the electromagnetic spectrum when varying the thickness of the $L$ layers in the interval $b = [0.1, n_H/n_L] a$, while keeping $a$ constant. Note that this class of structures is larger than the class of quarter-wave structures. The corresponding quarter-wave structure for this class is $b = a n_H/n_L$. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) we show the change of the electromagnetic spectrum calculated at $\sin \Theta = 0.8$ versus the ratio $b/a$ for the structures (HL)$^4$ and (HL)$^4$H. We see that no mode falls in the forbidden bands of...
the $(HL)^{3}H$ stacks [Fig. 4(b)], for any value of $b/a$. On the other hand, in the stacks $(HL)^{n}$, surface modes are present both in the first and the second forbidden bands [Fig. 4(a)]. However, their frequencies change as a function of $b/a$. For low values of $b/a$ one mode resides on the edge of the first forbidden band, and falls into the first forbidden band for $b/a \sim 0.3$. It forms the surface mode which gradually moves to the middle of the forbidden band when approaching $b/a=n_{Hl}/n_{L}$ for a quarter-wave stack. At the same time, the mode inside the second forbidden band crosses the gap and merges with the allowed band at $b/a>0.8$. In Fig. 4(c) we present the normalized difference in saturation values of transversal times, $\Delta \tau_{o}$, calculated for the central frequency $\omega_{o}$ of the first (bold solid curve) and second (bold dashed curve) forbidden bands as a function of $b/a$. Note that as before we normalize transversal times by a constant $\omega_{o}$, the central frequency of the first forbidden band of the quarter-wave stack independent of the varying ratio $b/a$. We compare these results with the normalized detuning of the surface mode from the central frequency of the relevant forbidden bands, $|\omega_{o}-\bar{\omega}_{g}|/\bar{\omega}_{g}$, where $\bar{\omega}_{g}$ is the width of the relevant forbidden band. We see that the difference between transversal-time saturation values $\Delta \tau$ reaches its maximum when the frequency of light at the center of the forbidden band coincides with that of the surface mode, $|\omega_{o}-\bar{\omega}_{g}|\rightarrow 0$. The same conclusion can be also drawn from the measurements of $\Delta \tau$ as a function of the detuning of the probe frequency from $\omega_{o}$.10

We now present a comprehensive explanation of the origin of the surface modes in terms of the coupled mode theory developed for Tamm surface states in photonic crystals.19,20 We represent the stack $(HL)^{N-1}H$ as $N$ $H$ layers coupled through the $L$ layers. The resonant spectrum of each $H$ layer is defined by $\omega_{H}^{n}=mc/(n_{L}b+n_{Hl}a)$ (where $n$ is an integer number), which is independent of whether the layer is embedded in air or in a medium of refractive index $n_{L}$. Because of this, each $H$ layer of the stack including the end layers can be viewed as identical. The coupling between $N$ layers must split each of the resonant modes into $N$ modes. Since all $H$ layers are identical and they are connected by the identical $L$ layers, these modes will fill allowed bands only. No mode can fall into the forbidden bands.19 However, adding one $L$ layer to the interface, as it is done in the $(HL)^{N}$ stack, changes the eigenfrequency of one of the end $H$ layers to $\omega_{HL}^{n}=mc/(n_{L}b+n_{Hl}a)$. Note that for the quarter-wave stack $\omega_{HL}^{n}=\omega_{H}^{n}/2$. According to the theory of Tamm states,12,13 the condition for the surface state to appear is the asymmetry in the surface cell (layer), that is $|\omega_{H}^{n}-\omega_{HL}^{n}|>\beta$, where $\beta$ is the coupling constant, which can be estimated as a quarter of the width of the allowed band.13,20 In the case of strong asymmetry in the surface cell, $|\omega_{H}^{n}-\omega_{HL}^{n}|/\beta \gg 1$, the frequency of the surface mode is equal to the resonant frequency of the surface layer. In Fig. 4(d) we show the calculated value of $|\omega_{H}^{n}-\omega_{HL}^{n}|/\beta$ as a function of $b/a$ for the first two bands ($n=1,2$). We see that $|\omega_{H}^{n}-\omega_{HL}^{n}|/\beta$ becomes larger than 1 at $b/a>0.3(0.15)$ for $n=1(2)$. This indicates the asymmetry in

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have analyzed light propagation through stop bands in three types of stacks which differ by the end layers. We have shown that the strong difference in the transversal times is due to the surface modes. Our analysis proves that the surface modes delay photons propagating through the dielectric band gap, increasing their transversal time. We demonstrate that the existence of surface modes is warranted by the strong asymmetry in the surface layer. Hence, we identify these modes as Tamm-type states. We demonstrated that the surface modes are sensitive to the details of the structure such as the choice of the terminating layer and separation between layers. We have shown that the lifetime of Tamm states is directly related to the detuning from the center of the stop band. In particular, our results predict an interesting opportunity for controlling the transversal times through the structure $(HL)^{N}$ by changing the width and/or refractive index of the $L$ layers. The basic and intuitive approach of our study offers a powerful tool for the design of more complex subwavelength structures with propagation properties tailored to specific applications.
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12 I. E. Tamm, Phys. Z. Sowjetunion 1, 733 (1932); Z. Phys. 76, 849 (1932).
23 However, this analysis is limited to the case of the one-band spectra (Ref. 13). Because of this, it fails for the surface mode inside the second band gap at $b/a > 0.8$, when moving down in frequency, the mode meets the second allowed band.